Is it a walking seal or a crawling seal?

A **crawling seal** can use its front flippers and stomach to crawl, roll or slide while moving on land. A **walking seal** can use all four flippers to walk and climb on land. Put a “C” in the box of the photos that you think are crawling seals and a “W” in the box of the photos you think are walking seals. (Hint: the walking seals have small “ear flaps” that distinguish them from their earless cousins.)

**Answers:**

1.) Northern fur seal—walking, 2.) Elephant seal—crawling, 3.) Harbor seal—crawling, 4.) California sea lion—walking, 5.) Harp seal—walking, 6.) Steller sea lion—walking, 7.) Ringed seal—crawling, 8.) Hawaiian monk seal—crawling, 9.) New Zealand fur seal—walking.